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Abstract— As there are several limitations using mobile 
internet, mobile content personalisation seems to be an 
alternative to enhance the experience of using mobile internet. 
In this paper, we propose the mobile content personalisation 
framework to facilitate collaboration between the client and 
the server. This paper investigates clustering and classification 
techniques using K-means and Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN) to predict user’s desired content and WAP pages based 
on device’s listed-oriented menu approach. We make use of the 
user profile and user’s information ranking matrix to make 
prediction of the desired information for the user. 
Experimental results show that it can generate promising 
prediction. The results show that it works best when used for 
predicting 1 matched menu item on the screen. 

Keywords- mobile content personalisation, intelligent system, 
clustering, classification 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
One of the more prominent devices used in the 

information age is the mobile phone. However, there are 
still some limitations associated with mobile device when 
using the mobile internet. They are limitation of small 
screen displays, limited input capabilities and information 
overload. To overcome these problems, one possible way to 
make accessing mobile internet easier is personalisation.  

The main purpose of this paper is focusing on content 
personalisation. This is to know who the users are and how 
to customise the contents to be delivered to the user. User 
profile is the one of the important factors for successful 
content personalisation. Nonetheless, a solution is required 
to adequately meet the user's needs when the required 
information has not been categorised appropriately 
according to their profile and ambience information. One 
possible solution is building the user profile and its 
information ranking. However, to construct user profile 
without prior knowledge about the user could be difficult. 
The clustering algorithm can often be applied to lighten the 
complexity by classifying the users into homogenous 
classes that exhibit similar behaviour. 

In order to predict the type of user, the user’s preferences 
and ranking need to be analysed. Data mining approaches 
have been used to analyse the collected data on user’s 
behaviour and usage pattern in order to determine specific 

user groups and deliver the recommended items according 
to user’s needs.  

This paper proposes the use of mobile user profile to 
perform content personalisation by using intelligent 
clustering and classification techniques. The techniques used 
are machine learning techniques, and they are k-means and 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). The experiment 
demonstrates that this could be an alternative for content 
provider to provide appropriate information at the right time 
and right place to the right customer. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Mobile Personalisation  
Personalisation was defined as mechanisms to allow a 

user to adapt, or produce, a service to fit user’s particular 
needs, and that after such personalisation, all subsequent 
services rendering by this service towards user is changed 
accordingly [5]. 

Mobile personalisation research has focused on how to 
facilitate the use of mobile internet by distinguishing the 
criteria of ordinary web browsing. Mobile internet has their 
unique characteristic which is mobility. Several mobile 
applications related to information seeking have been 
developed; examples such as tourist guide, news update or 
classified information and services [18], [19]. To bring up 
the advantage of mobile device, the mobile content 
personalisation can better serve the user during different 
time and location. As a result, adaptive content which can 
be adjusted when the usage changed according to the 
environment becomes important issues.  

B. User Profile on the Personalisation Systems 

1)  User Modelling: The concept of user profile was 
introduced by Wagner et.al in 2002 [14]. The research 
proposed framework for advanced personalisation of mobile 
services using profiling technique. The main concept 
assumes that the user can belong to a specific group. Thus a 
generalise usage pattern can be applied for that group. 
Kobsa in 2001 [6] presented the development of the genetic 
user modelling systems. It described the characteristics of 
generic user model which mainly consisted of generality 
including domain independence. In addition, the user profile 
should be universal. Although the generic profile is created 
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for one application, it can normally be used generally for 
other applications as well. The research also suggested that 
the generic user model can be applied for mobile devices in 
future. The construction of the user model was later 
expanded to Mobile User Behavior Modeling [13] which 
was based on task-oriented model using ontology. This 
approach implemented generality concept in task-oriented 
such as buying a book, entering a park and scalability 
towards several providers. 

2)  User Profile with Demographic Factors to Perform 
Personalisation Task: Personalisation should include 
important component like user profile in order to make 
assumption that user can belong to a specific group [14]. 
FLAME2008 [15] is an example of mobile application 
which is used in the real world. Age, gender, ethnicity and 
socioeconomic status showed that there are differences in 
the behaviour of using the wireless device [3]. There are 
several researches done looking at the influencing factors 
and information ranking used for user content 
personalisation [9],[10],[11]. It has showed that users may 
rate different items differently based on their preferences 
and different influent factors. Moreover, the demographic 
factors such as gender, age, income and the types of mobile 
devices can also influence the ranking. The importance and 
up-to-date information including context information such 
as time to acquire the information also affected the browsing 
behaviour of each content item on mobile device. 

C. The Intelligent Systems with Machine Learning and 
DataMining 

1)  Machine Learning in Clustering and Classification 
problems: It seems that data mining is important for 
businesses especially in finding the customer’s needs. 
Machine Learning has an important role towards business 
data processing especially in data mining or knowledge 
discovery [2]. Data Mining can be used to understand the 
problem context and provide solutions, techniques such as 
classification, prediction, association and detection can be 
used. Wu et al. [16] have shown that some commonly used 
algorithms in data mining are k-means, SVM, Apriori, 
PageRank including Naïve Bayes. They also described k-
means as a simple iterative clustering method. As this is a 
simple algorithm, and due to the fact that mobile devices 
have limited resources, it could suggest that it is appropriate 
to be implemented at the client side. 

2)  Data Mining Using ANN: Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN) is concepts that used to model the associative 
connecting neurons in human brain. The ANN simulates the 
synaptic connection by assigning a weight to each of the 
edge of the network. Parameters especially the weights 
connecting the neurons in ANN can be adjusted to improve 
the accuracy. In [7] feed-forward back-propagation neural 
network was incorporated to assist the selection of different 
types of particular mobile services. It uses some forms of 

classification on all the available mobile services. The 
research suggested that selecting the best available service is 
not a simple task.  

Many researches has been reported in areas of content 
personalisation [1],[4],[8],[12],[17]. Most of them used 
Naïve Bayes as classification methods. This is mainly 
because the knowledge of the classes is available. 

It is also observed that most proposed methods have 
their content personalisation process performed at the server 
side. This could be a problem when the connection is 
unreasonable and the response time could be slow. Some 
content providers will require user to provide more 
information on them by adding information about their 
needs, called ‘user matrix’. This user matrix consists of 
demographic and content ranking information of the content 
items or pages. It can be used as an input vectors to the 
personalisation system. Another alternative is to move some 
personalisation process and decentralise the processing to 
the client side.  

III. MOBILE CONTENT PERSONALISATION FRAMEWORK 
The framework for the intelligent content mobile 

personalisation should begin from new user profile 
construction. There is no prior knowledge for a new user, so 
the information ranking, influent factors and provided user 
profile will be input through the user profile clustering 
component in order to establish the model. After that, the 
class which is classified from the clustering model and user 
profile will be used to build the ANN classification model. 
Next, the recommended items will be sent to server and the 
server will deliver the personalised content to user. This is 
summarised in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  A diagram showed the proposed Mobile Content Personalisation 

framework. 

IV. RESULTS 
The data source used for the experiment was obtained 

from the published research [10]. This set of data consists 
the user’s preference of contents such as multimedia, news 
or information services on mobile internet. The data also 
includes information such as time-of-day, importance or up-
to-date information relating to the content downloaded. 
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A. User Profile Clustering Component 
The first part is to build the clustering model because 

there is no prior cluster information on user profile. The 
procedure are described as follows.  

1)  Clustering algorithms:  Firstly, the importance and 
up-to-date information data sets with all mobile internet 
items were used for clustering. This is to cluster users into 
homogenous group. The algorithms used for this purpose 
are k-means, TwoStep, Anomaly and Kohonen. 

TABLE I.  CLUSTERING WITH ALL FACTORS AND ITEMS 

Algorithm and 
information 
type  

Number of 
Cluster  

Number of small 
clusters (number 
< 5% ) 

Iteration  

k-means I  10  3  6  
k-means U  10  6  9  
TwoStep I  10  0  -  
TwoStep U  10  0  -  

I = Importance of Information, U = Up-to-date of information 

The results show that Anomaly and Kohenen may not 
provide the clusters information appropriately for this data 
set. Anomaly separated the cluster into only 2 groups while 
Kohenen divided into 12 clusters with much gap among the 
groups. Having said these, optimisation could help to realise 
the clusters better, but this is out of the scope of this paper. 
We obtained better results from TwoStep clustering 
technique but the processing time may take longer. K-means 
result is acceptable when performed on the importance data 
set with the number of iteration as shown in table 1. The 
next experiment worked on the selection of the important 
factors, which were gender, age, occupation and income 
with the top 7 items ranked from the user’s rating of data. 
The experiment implemented ‘k-means’ algorithm as it is a 
simple algorithm which is O(n2). This could suggest that it 
is appropriate to be implemented on the mobile device for 
user profile classification. 

2)  Labelling the cluster:  The next process worked on the 
selection of the important factors, which are gender, age, 
occupation and income with the top 7 items ranked from the 
user’s rating of data. The experiment implemented k-means 
algorithm as it is a simple algorithm which consumes less 
computational time. 

It can be observed that if the importance of information 
was clustered with 7 significance items and demographic 
factors, it can help to reduce the number of small clusters. 
The small clusters refer to clusters that consist of small 
number of data. In our case, it is set at 5% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE II.  CLUSTERING WITH SEPARATED FACTORS AND 7 
SIGNIFICANCE ITEMS 

Factors  Number of 
Cluster  

Number of small 
clusters (number < 
5%)  

Iteration  

Gender-I 10 3 14 
 5 0 8 
Age-I 10 1 8 
 5 0 9 
Occupation-I 10 0 6 
 5 0 13 
Income-I 10 1 17 
 5 0 11 
Gender-U 10 3 7 
 5 0 9 
Age-U 10 3 11 
 5 0 20 
Occupation-U 10 1 7 
 5 0 9 
Income-U 10 4 16 
 5 0 7 

I = Importance of Information, U = Up-to-date of information 

B. Classification Model Building Component 
The next step is to build the classification model for 

future prediction. We use the clustering information as class 
label for supervised training. The sample size of 400 data is 
used. The processes are normalisation and feature selection 
based on demographic factors provided from clustering 
results. There are 3 sets of data used in this experiment from 
the context attributes. They are the Importance information, 
Up-to-date information and the most preferred mobile 
content item. Next, the ranking information was transformed 
into 1 (The item which is preferred) and 0 (The item which 
is not preferred). The cut-off point for the ranking is at 4. 
Then, the data was divided into training and testing sets. 
The training set is used to construct the predictive model. 
After that, the demographic factors were chosen in both 
training and testing sets. They are gender, age, income and 
occupation. Lastly, the testing set is used to test the 
performance. The training and testing sets are prepared 
using random methods. The proportion for training and 
testing data is 3:1.  

In the experiment, the demographic factors which are 
gender, age, income and occupation were used as input 
nodes while the targets of this experiment are the top 3 
mobile content items based on their average score. For this 
case, the top 3 items are phone’s caller ring related items 
(Ringtone), Text message management (SMS or messenger) 
and Breaking news. A feed forward back propagation neural 
network was implemented. The parameters for the neural 
network models were selected based on trial and error. In 
each data set, the same parameters and values were set to 
build the appropriate model for the content mobile 
personalisation. To build the appropriate model, 20,000 
cycles were executed using the best network. Over-training 
or over-fitting problems were taken care of by using 50% 
for data validation. The test sets of each influent factor and 
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non-influent factor were supplied to test each model. The 
results are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2.  The graph compares the accuracy rate in each factor with 

correct predicted items. 

Each model work well to predict the content items 
correctly for 1 item or more mobile content item per person. 
In non-influent factor or general favourite items, it reached 
94% accuracy rate. The percentage of this category is also 
high in up-to-date information influent factor at around 90%. 
In the importance factor, it was slightly lower than the other 
at 84%. To consider the accuracy rate of 2 items or more, the 
up-to-date information type showed the highest percentage 
compared to other 2 groups. Nonetheless, the accuracy rate 
for every set with predicted 3 items correctly, the percentage 
of the accuracy rate is quite similar at around 30%. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper introduces the concept of constructing the 

user profile on the mobile device for content personalisation. 
In addition, it also proposes the concept to predict the 
desirable mobile content items at the client side. The 
problem was addressed by separating mobile device usage 
with influent factors and user’s information matrix. This 
paper implemented the construction of user profile data from 
clustering algorithm using K-means. The experiment results 
show that K-means performed better. Consequently, the 
cluster information is labelled as class information to build 
the classification model. It can be observed from the 
clustering result that there is no significant difference 
between the number of classes used. To examine 
each demographic factor, the occupation factor seems to 
provide better separation in the cluster, while gender seems 
to be important as there are more small clusters compared to 
other factors. There also implied that gender and preferences 
should be considered for every item. The importance of 
information data set showed better clustering results when 
compared to the up-to-date information data set. 

We have also shown that the ANN can be implemented 
successfully to predict the possible content items. The results 
show that it can provide reasonable accuracy when 
predicting 1 to 2 items. In order to predict 3 items correctly, 
the process could be more complex, further research will 
need to be studied. In addition, user’s matrix can be 
investigated using ANN to solve more complicated problem 
and provide different level of satisfaction for each user. 
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